The Ultimate In Competitive Games!
TM

Overview
An action packed 2-on-2 game that is similar to Volleyball, but with a smaller ball and a circular net. The rules are similar

to Volleyball where each team has 3 hits to strike the ball at an angle onto the net. Teams pass the ball back and forth until
one team fails.

Rules
Two teams, each team has two players.
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Illustrations show teams as GREEN and BLUE
The four players start set up in four positions around the set,
90 degrees apart
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Serving: Team Green & Blue set up. Player B from team Green serves the ball 6 feet away from the
net in the direction to the opposite player C. Once the ball hits the net, ball possession changes to
team Blue.
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Rallies: Team Blue receiving the serve is entitled to a maximum of 3 hits alternating between
players to return the ball. A player may not hit the ball twice consecutively. Consecutive touches by one player result in a
loss of a point. The ball must be contacted cleanly, not caught, lifted, or thrown and may not be hit with two hands. You
may hit the ball with any body part i.e. hand, foot, shoulder, head, whatever works.
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Scoring: Opposing team scores a point, if: A. fail to return the ball on the net within 3 hits B. you hit the rim of the Slam
Ball frame or the ground C. the ball bounces twice on the net D. the ball clearly rolls on the net.

Boundaries and Sides: There are no boundaries or sides after play has started.
Each player A, B, C and D can run around anywhere they feel is best as long as
your positioning doesn’t prevent the opposing team from safely making a play on
the ball.
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Infractions: If an opposing player is in your way to return the ball, the infracted
player may call “hinder” to force a replay of the point.
Winning: The first team to score the designated number of points (typically 21).
Games must be won by two points.

Completely Random

Limitation of Liability: The user agrees that the sellers of Slam Ball shall not be liable for any cost or damage arising directly or indirectly from any injury arising from use
or misuse of this equipment. As consideration for use of Slam Ball, user acknowledges the risks of use and voluntarily agrees to assume the risks involved. Play only in an area
where you cannot damage any objects or hurt any person. Adult supervision required at all times.

Set Includes:

2 vs 2 Player Game - Ages 10+ - Similar to Volleyball
Easy to Set Up - Very Popular Game

5 legs - 5 frame tubes (per frame tube there are 5 sliding hooks - 25 hooks total) - 2 tournament balls - 1 larger practice
ball - 1 pump with needle - 1 carry bag Spare Parts: 5 hooks and 1 leg

Assembly: For best results, follow instruction exactly
Balls

1. Deflated balls are being used in shipping to reduce your price.
However, we’ve noticed that after pumping, in some cases,
there can be a small bump in the ball as shown in the picture.
If so, it will go away within 24 hours.
2. You will find the needle for the pump in the top of the handle.
When opening the lid, the needle will come out by itself.

3. Pump up ball as hard as you like. (if the ball is softer it is easier to control)

Frame

1. Make sure that each frame tube has five sliding hooks attached
2. Connect each leg with two frame tubes until circle is
closed and all parts are connected.
3. Spread the sliding hooks evenly around the frame tubes,
with an average distance between hooks of 4.5” (11.5cm)
(length of colored part of pump)
4. Hook the very end (last hole) of the net to each hook.
5. Ensure the net is evenly attached to the hooks.
6. Then tighten the net one hook after the other clockwise.
7. Tighten the net tension so that the small ball dropped from a height
of 5 feet from the ground should bounce up aprox. 20 inches
from the net. Always tighten mesh evenly so there is consistent
tension throughout.
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Manufactured by: Funsparks LLC.
319 Windward Island - Clearwater, FL 33767 USA
1-888-898-3600 info@funsparks.com

Made in China. Colors may vary. 					

Distance between hooks
use pump to measure
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